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I am pleased to provide you with Webster Financial Corporation’s first report on
our environmental, social, and governance (ESG) initiatives.
Webster was founded during the Great Depression to address the Waterbury, Connecticut community’s need for
residential loans. While our business activities and geographical scope have grown significantly since that time, we
remain headquartered in Waterbury, not far from our original site.
The Webster Way guides every Webster banker. It is our unshakable core, the common bond we share as a valuesguided, community-minded organization, and the principles we believe in and stand for every day. It brings us
together, sets us apart, and guides us in every action we take to live up to our customers’ expectations:
• We take personal responsibility for meeting our customers’ needs
• We respect the dignity of every individual
• We earn trust through ethical behavior
• We give of ourselves in the communities we serve
• We work together to achieve outstanding results
The Webster Way also captures the essence of Webster’s commitment to our customers, the communities where
we do business, our bankers, and our shareholders. As a matter of policy and longstanding practice, Webster
engages in environmentally responsible practices at its facilities and enters into commercial loans with concerns
that are involved in renewable energy and energy-efficient components. We work ceaselessly to improve life in the
communities we serve, provide an inclusive environment where bankers can continually grow professionally, and
follow transparent governance practices to safeguard Webster for all our constituencies.
Webster’s commitment to excellence has earned national recognition. The 2017 Survey of Bank Reputations,
conducted by the Reputation Institute, named us one of the “most reputable banks” in the country. We also
earned the highest score of any Northeast-based bank and ranked seventh overall in the United States, according
to the annual survey, which measures U.S. consumers’ perceptions of major bank brands. In addition, Forbes
named Webster one of the top midsize employers nationwide in its “America’s Best Employers of 2017,” including
recognition in the banking and financial services category.
This inaugural report summarizes many of the ways Webster strives to be a good corporate citizen by conducting
business in an environmentally responsible manner, being a caring neighbor and employer, and being as transparent
as possible in its governance. We plan to update this report periodically to reflect changes and enhancements
instituted by Webster.
Sincerely,

John R. Ciulla
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Introduction
Sustainability and commitment to community have been intrinsic to Webster since its founding
in 1935, during the Great Depression
Waterbury, Connecticut native Harold Webster Smith started the Bank, then known as First Federal Savings
and Loan of Waterbury, with $25,000 borrowed from friends and family to help people buy and build homes.
Through the years that followed, the Bank grew, reaching $1 million in assets by 1938. We were the first bank to
offer GI and FHA loans in Connecticut, and today we are a leading SBA lender to small businesses, women, and
minority businesses.
Our dedication to the communities we serve remained strong after Webster Financial Corporation (Webster)
went public in 1986. We continued to grow over the ensuing decades, broadening our geographic footprint to
include Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New York while remaining headquartered in Waterbury. Today, we
have more than $26 billion in assets.
James C. Smith succeeded his father as chief executive officer in 1987, while the latter remained chairman of the
board until 1995. James C. Smith retired from Webster on December 31, 2017 and now serves as non-executive
chairman. John R. Ciulla, who has served as president since 2015, was appointed chief executive officer as of
January 1, 2018.
Now recognized as one of the leading regional banks in the country, Webster remains a values-guided,
community-minded bank focused on helping its customers achieve their financial goals. Putting people
first, Webster bankers take the time to understand what matters most to our customers, responding with
personalized solutions and acting with responsibility, respect, ethical behavior, citizenship, and teamwork.

Webster Financial Corporation is the holding company for Webster Bank, National Association and its HSA Bank division.
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Environmental
Report
We help protect the environment
Webster maintains environmentally responsible office
spaces and initiatives that minimize our impact on the
environment, while reducing expenses.
In 2016, Webster completed a corporate consolidation
of office space, closing locations in Wallingford and
Cheshire, Connecticut, and relocating to one location
in nearby Southington. We completed renovation
of the new, 88,000-square-foot office space to
respected Energy Star® standards as part of our
commitment to energy savings.
Webster Corporate Real Estate policy calls for all
new construction to meet Energy Star® standards.
Webster also has installed recycled workstation
cubicles across its footprint, which has resulted in
energy savings, landfill avoidance, CO2 reduction and
natural resource savings, in addition to cost savings
realized by not purchasing new furnishings.

All these steps have enabled Webster to save an
estimated 10 percent in utility costs year-over-year.
In addition, Webster is committed to the
“We Recycle” program and has recycle bins at
all corporate locations. Across the organization,
employees are encouraged to “go green” and avoid
printing documents that exist in electronic form.

•

Environmental Highlights
• Renovated new, 88,000-square-foot
office space to Energy Star® standards

We have completed a two-year project to retrofit
more than 80 percent of our buildings’ lighting to
more energy-efficient systems.

• Retrofitted more than 80 percent of
our buildings’ lighting to more energyefficient systems

Webster uses solar panels on its largest facility,
located in New Britain, Connecticut, driving savings
while leveraging an alternative energy source.

• Committed to “We Recycle” program
at all corporate locations

In 2015, Webster opened an office in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin for its HSA Bank division, in what
previously had been the Schlitz Brewery. It is in
a development known as Schlitz Park, which is
committed to sustainability and environmentally
friendly policies. In renovating the space, the Park
employed sustainable practices, including recycling
construction waste, selecting environmentally
friendly building materials, and installing modern
energy systems.
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WE SUPPORT RENEWABLE ENERGY AND ENERGY-EFFICIENT PROJECTS
As part of Webster’s regular business practice, we have participated in transactions involving energy or energyefficient components. We have provided financing to diverse energy-related projects, including solar power,
biomass energy, wind power and renewable energy. Webster also has entered into loans for projects that result
in borrower-initiated soil remediation, lead paint abatement and asbestos abatement. These projects are in
areas where we do business, including Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
Webster has been involved in some unique projects that benefit the environment. In the renewable, green energy
field, for example, we provided operating capital to a private company as part of a transaction involving three banks
to build the first Archimedes Screw Turbine power plant in the United States. The fish-friendly, zero-emissions
system began generation in February 2017 at Hanover Pond Dam in Meriden, Connecticut, and will provide 920,000
kilowatt hours of power annually to that city.

Webster will continue to seek opportunities supporting environmentally
responsible projects.

Webster is committed to
the communities where
we live and work.
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Social Report
Webster is dedicated to being a caring and committed
member of the communities we serve
Webster gives more than $4.5 million annually
to nonprofit organizations across our footprint
that are at the forefront of helping to build selfreliance among our most challenged residents.
That investment includes donations made through
philanthropy, contributions made in the spirit of
the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA), and
sponsorship of various organizations that help
strengthen the economic well-being of our cities
and towns through support of the arts and
businesses that are striving for economic stability.
In addition, our bankers volunteer an estimated
130,000 hours of their time annually, in and out of
the workplace, to support causes that are meaningful
to them and that provide the necessary skill sets
that are so important to nonprofit organizations,
many of which fulfill our CRA commitment.
Signature programs that offer volunteer options
include: Webster Mentors, Junior Achievement Days,
and United Way Days of Action.
Webster was honored and excited to take on a
leadership role in promoting the Working Cities
Challenge, a competitive grant program sponsored by
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, to promote
economic development and community revitalization.
Webster executives helped identify and engage
public- and private-sector participation to launch
this competitive grant program for municipalities
to promote revitalization of post-industrial cities.
Webster also has been involved with the Working
Cities Challenge in Rhode Island.
In the spirit of continuing to support the
communities where we live and work, and following
the passage of the new federal tax reform legislation,
Webster announced in January 2018 an acceleration
of investment in the communities we serve by
augmenting our annual philanthropic and
community investment by $1 million.

Webster’s commitment to the communities where
we operate is a direct outgrowth of our engaged
workforce. We foster a diverse and inclusive
environment and invest in our bankers’ development.

OUR COMMITMENT TO THE COMMUNITIES
WE SERVE
Corporate Giving Strategy — Philanthropy
At Webster, we give of ourselves in the communities
we serve. This commitment is both a core value that
helps define who we are and a tradition since our
founding in 1935. Webster’s philanthropic efforts align
with our brand by demonstrating that what matters
most to our communities matters most to us.
We help strengthen our communities through
donations to, and corporate sponsorships of, efforts
that help individuals, families and communities in
need. Our priorities include support for a broad crosssection of registered nonprofit agencies focusing on:
• Financial Literacy — with the aim of building
economic self-reliance for low-income families and
individuals through financial literacy initiatives;
• Food and Shelter — providing support for basic
needs, including addressing the root causes of
hunger and homelessness; and
• Health and Human Services — embracing programs
that are at the heart of our communities, helping
disadvantaged populations live with dignity and
pursue their dreams.
Helping a broad set of organizations build a strong
and self-reliant community is the core value at the
center of Webster’s corporate giving program.
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Harold Webster Smith Foundation

In addition to engaging in direct philanthropy,
Webster provides support to the Harold Webster
Smith Foundation (HWSF) established in memory
of our founder, who was a long-time advocate for
the city of Waterbury. The HWSF makes grants in
support of activities that:
• Improve and promote economic development and
community health;
• Stabilize/revitalize low- to moderate-income
communities with a particular focus on local housing
initiatives;
• Provide community services targeted to low- to
moderate-income individuals; and
• Ensure the future prosperity of, and contribute to the
economic well-being of, communities Webster serves,
with special attention to the greater Waterbury region.
The HWSF has made a lasting impact in stabilizing
neighborhoods and creating prosperity in the
communities it serves.
Community Service: Fostering good corporate
citizenship
United Way
United Way is Webster’s primary charity because it
is an efficient, donor-friendly way to support a broad
safety net of human services. We raise more than $1
million in banker and corporate donations annually.
Our bankers also volunteer significant amounts of
time to our United Way Campaign, Days of Caring,
United Way boards and Allocation Committees.
Webster’s 2017 United Way Employee Campaign
was record-breaking, raising more than $900,000
through banker pledges, combined with $100,000
from fundraising initiatives and a $475,000 corporate
match, resulting in our largest employee campaign
in the history of our funding nonprofit organizations
across New England and beyond.
United Way of Greater Waterbury and United Way
of West Central Connecticut have bestowed their
Spirit of Excellence Award on Webster. We also
were honored to receive Coordinator of the Year
Award from United Way of Central and Northeastern
6

Connecticut, and nominations for the organization’s
Best Of Large Company Award from United Way of
Attleboro/Taunton Massachusetts, United Way of
Rhode Island and, in Connecticut, the Valley United
Way, United Way of Meriden/Wallingford and United
Way of Western Connecticut for record-breaking
campaign results.
Mentoring
Webster’s nationally recognized mentor program
began as a pilot in 2002 with nine bankers and now
includes more than 100 mentors primarily based in
Connecticut. A team of cross-functional Webster
bankers lead the program and provide leadership
around recruitment, orientation, and training. The
program is school-based and adheres to quality
mentor standards as its foundation. All mentors
receive one hour of release time a week during the
school year to fulfill their commitment.
Junior Achievement
Webster has a long history of supporting Junior
Achievement (JA) and its efforts to deliver
K-12 programs that foster work-readiness,
entrepreneurship, and financial literacy skills. Webster
bankers volunteer to teach the JA curriculum at various
schools throughout our markets. We have adopted
schools in North Kingstown, Rhode Island, and in
Shelton, New Britain and Waterbury, Connecticut.
In past years, we also served schools in Hartford and
New Haven, Connecticut.

Over 130,000

Employee Volunteer Hours
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More than 100 bankers who have volunteered for this
opportunity have taught thousands of students, and
senior officers serve on all JA boards throughout our
footprint. Bankers lead volunteer teams each year for
fundraising events such as bowl-a-thons, and they
educate students in stock challenges and on-site
experiences in our banking centers.
Volunteering
As evidenced by more than 130,000 hours of volunteer
work by bankers annually, community service is a
core value at Webster — one that allows our bankers
to put The Webster Way in motion. Webster believes
this call to service is just one additional way to
support our vision of being a service provider that
strengthens our communities by engaging bankers
within the communities we serve.
Part of our 80th anniversary celebration in 2015-16
was our 80 Days of Giving, when bankers had the
opportunity to volunteer for a nonprofit of their choice
and for a chance to earn that nonprofit one of 80
$1,000 grants. This initiative resulted in more than
600 volunteers making a difference in issues that
mattered most to them in the communities where
they live and work.
Community Reinvestment Act
Webster recognizes the importance of, and is
committed to, meeting the banking and credit needs
of the communities in which we do business. We
believe that helping to meet the banking needs of
all our customers, including low-and moderateincome individuals, and consumers and businesses
in low- and moderate-income areas, is essential to
the continued growth and vitality of our customers,
communities, and our company. All bankers share in
the responsibility to support Webster in its mission
to make banking and credit services available to all
prospective and existing customers on a fair and
consistent basis throughout Webster’s footprint,
as we strive to achieve the highest ratings from our
customers, community partners and regulators.

Meeting the needs of our diverse customers and
communities
To address the needs of a diverse customer base and
promote access to mainstream banking, Webster
offers a comprehensive suite of banking products
and services for consumers, small businesses and
commercial customers, including basic banking
products with no or low monthly maintenance fees
and accounts designed for young/student savers,
individuals who are just entering the banking
system, or customers who may have experienced
banking challenges in the past and are looking to reestablish a banking relationship.

Webster also offers more complex investment
accounts to our more financially sophisticated
customers. All products and services are readily
accessible and delivered throughout our footprint
through banking centers, business bankers,
Customer Care Center bankers and alternative
delivery channels. Customer Care Center bankers
are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to
assist with customers’ questions and concerns and,
for customers’ convenience, they also are available
via secure chat and email services. Recognizing
the shift in how customers are conducting their
banking activities, Webster continues to invest in
technological solutions, such as improved online
and mobile services, to increase accessibility to
mainstream banking and meet our customers’ needs.
We also offer a broad range of home mortgage
lending programs and participate in many specialized
and/or flexible loan programs to help promote
affordable and sustainable home ownership for
low- and moderate-income individuals and families,
and those with limited cash availability to apply
towards a down payment. Webster’s mortgage loan
officers are available seven days a week to serve our
customers’ diverse needs.
During 2017, Webster originated 3,512 mortgage
loans, of which slightly more than 10 percent (360
loans) totaling $54.6 million were financed through
affordable home loan and assistance programs such
as the Federal Housing Administration, local housing
authority programs, or Webster’s own affordable
housing program, 30HOPE.
7
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Multilingual bank personnel are available to assist
customers at many banking center locations and
by telephone through our Customer Care Center.
Webster also maintains a list of bankers who
speak foreign languages to assist customers when
necessary. As of May 2017, the list included 40
languages spoken/written by Webster bankers.
We encourage our bankers to reach out to these
individuals when a customer needs assistance with
language interpretation.
Webster also is committed to assisting qualified
borrowers who have encountered verified financial
hardship. Our Loss Mitigation Program achieves
this goal by assisting borrowers in the early stages
of delinquency to identify and evaluate affordable
and sustainable alternatives to foreclosure. Webster
designed its mortgage assistance programs
with input from community and local housing
organizations and, as a result, many customers
have been able to remain in their homes. For
circumstances in which loan modification may
not be available, we will continue to work with
the customers to bring the account current and
provide referrals to available community resources.
We recognize the difficult nature and hardship
customers face during the process and we are
committed to treating each customer with dignity
and empathy while seeking to find the best possible
long-term solution.
Our Loss Mitigation Program began in response to
the Great Recession. Webster instituted a mortgage
loan modification program designed to work with
borrowers facing potential foreclosure. The program
was extremely successful and kept thousands of
borrowers in their homes by recasting payments
based on borrowers’ circumstances.
This program attracted national attention in 2011,
when The Wall Street Journal, ABC World News,
and Fox News covered it, showing bankers taking
personal responsibility for helping customers to work
through their financial challenges. The remarkably
low re-default rate among modified loans is a
testament to the validity of Webster’s belief that we
can do well by doing good.
8

Although the Great Recession has passed, Webster
has continued to maintain this program, sparing
1,415 loans from foreclosure since 2012.
Supporting small businesses within our communities
The Small Business Administration (SBA) provides
assistance to small businesses and, partnering with
participating lenders, offers a guarantee that helps to
mitigate the lender’s risk, enabling lenders to provide
financing with terms and conditions that may not
otherwise be available. Webster has a long history of
superior SBA performance. Year over year, we have
consistently been the recipient of SBA awards, such
as four SBA Eagle Awards in 2015, including Lender
of the Year by Dollar Volume, Top Third-Party Lender
of the Year, Top Lender to Veterans and Top Lender
for Job Creation and Retention. Webster also leads
in originating CDC/504 loans, which provide growing
businesses with long-term, fixed-rate financing for
fixed assets such as land and buildings. In 2015, we
were the number-one SBA 504 CDC third-party lender
and the number-two SBA 7(a) guaranty lender by
loan volume. In 2016, the Connecticut District Office
of the SBA recognized Webster as the Top 504 Third
Party Lender by Volume as well as the Top Lender to
Women Owned Small Businesses.
Further supporting economic development within
the Bank’s market area, the SBA reported that, as a
result of small business financing Webster originated
in 2017, these small business entities were able to
retain 782 positions and expand their workforce by
an additional 634 positions.
Also during 2017, Webster originated 2,789 small
business loans (as defined under the Community
Reinvestment Act), of which approximately 21
percent (577 loans), totaling $49.4 million, were
originated through the SBA.
Commitment to building strong communities
through community reinvestment
As part of Webster’s commitment to promote
community reinvestment and ensure fair and
responsible banking, the Executive CRA & Fair
Lending Committee, comprising senior management
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representing all major areas of the Bank, was
established in 2005. The Committee is responsible
for providing leadership, strategic guidance and
support to the Bank’s Corporate CRA & Fair Lending
Program. Additionally, Webster formed focused work
groups to identify, review and evaluate opportunities
to further support individuals in their pursuit to
improve their financial future and expand economic
prospects.
In addition to the volunteer activities summarized
earlier in this report, Webster bankers provide
technical/financial expertise to nonprofit
organizations that support economic development,
the revitalization and stabilization of low-or
moderate-income communities, and affordable
housing and community services to low- and
moderate-income individuals. Our bankers actively
participate on nonprofit boards and committees, and
support and deliver financial literacy and homebuyer
educational training.
Leveraging our bankers’ expertise and talents.
Webster supported 75 nonprofit, community
development organizations in 2017, with bankers
serving on boards and loan, audit and finance
committees, providing these organizations with
technical assistance and financial expertise
to further promote and achieve their mission.
In addition, bankers conducted more than 175
educational workshops last year, including financial
literacy and first-time homebuyer seminars, reaching

more than 2,000 attendees. Moreover, our bankers
periodically conduct fraud prevention training
sessions to help businesses avoid being defrauded,
particularly online. In 2017, we presented more than
40 such seminars.
Community support comes in various forms, from
funding and financial investments in much-needed
affordable housing projects, to working with
community partners to revitalize neighborhoods,
to awarding grants to help nonprofit organizations
fulfill their missions and provide services to the most
vulnerable populations within our communities.
Webster’s community development lending has been
very responsive to the needs within our footprint
by partnering with numerous entities, nonprofits,
and community groups, with a focus on particularly
challenging areas to help address the most critical
needs within the Bank’s CRA Assessment Areas.
Webster provided more than $35.8 million in
community development financing during 2017.
Stabilize/revitalize low- to moderate-income
communities with a particular focus on local
housing initiatives
Webster’s CRA investment strategy is to be
responsive to our communities and to make safe and
sound investments commensurate with the Bank’s
size, complexity, staff experience, and resources. A
strategic shift towards higher impact, more complex
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CRA investments began in 2015. Last year, Webster
invested more than $118 million to support local
community development efforts, the majority of
which were affordable housing initiatives that
have been identified as a critical need across the
Bank’s footprint. Included in Webster’s 2017 CRA
investments are two Low Income Housing Tax Credit
investments totaling $14.6 million, providing a total
of 67 affordable housing units within Waterbury,
Connecticut, and Boston. Webster’s 2017 CRA
investments also included 54 CRA/Community
Development Grants, totaling $330,000, which
were awarded to nonprofit organizations, providing
much-needed services to low- and moderate-income
individuals and families and promoting economic
development and revitalization of our communities.
Webster is proud to have received national
recognition for its corporate social responsibility
efforts in 2015 and 2016, with honorable mentions
in the American Bankers Association Foundation’s
Annual Community Commitment Award program.
These honors related to affordable housing for
homeless and at-risk veterans (in 2015), financial
abuse seminars delivered to elders within our
communities (in 2015), and Webster’s 80 Days of
Giving (in 2016).

HSA BANK
In addition to the banking services we offer to
customers, we provide health savings accounts
through HSA Bank, a division of Webster. Health
savings accounts help those who are covered by highdeductible health plans to save money on current
and future medical expenses on a tax-advantaged
basis. Deposits accumulate until withdrawn, and
customers choose from various investment options
when directing how their savings are to be invested.

WEBSTER’S COMMITMENT TO ITS BANKERS
Webster puts people first. We place our customers,
our bankers, and those in the communities we
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serve at the center of our business model. Being
passionate about making a difference in people’s
lives is what working at Webster is all about. Since
our founding, in 1935, we’ve maintained a valuesguided culture. Whether it’s helping someone buy
their first home or build a business, our bankers are
part of a caring team that goes above and beyond for
our customers, communities, and each other.
Building on our strong cultural foundation …
The Webster Way
Our core values, referred to as The Webster Way, set
the tone of our culture and influence the actions of our
bankers every day. This set of beliefs, often referred
to as our unshakable core, is the common bond our
bankers share as values-guided, community-focused
employees. They bring all of our bankers together,
distinguish Webster from the competition, and guide
us in every action we take to live up to our customers.
Creating an energized culture
Webster is committed to maintaining a culture
that enables bankers to be their best in serving
our customers and communities, while achieving
business success. This commitment has resulted
in consistent “top workplace” ratings for Webster
across our footprint.
For almost 10 years, Webster has engaged in extensive
employee engagement polling with an independent
survey provider. The purpose is to gather input from
all bankers so we can understand our strengths and
opportunities to improve as a company, as managers,
and as co-workers. The “Power of We” survey gives
bankers a chance to voice their opinions and help
promote a great workplace. Webster provides
transparency to the results and accountability on
the implementation of action plans to address
the feedback. These actions occur at three levels:
corporate-wide, line of business or function, and
by manager.
Our response rate for the surveys consistently has
been more than 90 percent. For our most recent
survey, our overall engagement score was 82 percent,
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three points higher than the previous survey. Our
independent vendor compared Webster with other
companies nationwide for which it conducts surveys
and found our recent survey’s score was four points
higher than the “norm” for the other companies, and
five points higher than the subset of companies in
their financial services industry benchmark. For the
past several surveys, our strengths have remained
consistent and notable, such as:

In particular, we saw significant increases in the
items we targeted for action after addressing banker
feedback from the previous survey. More than 50
percent of our question scores were significantly
above our vendor’s benchmarks, and 37 percent
were above its benchmarks for the financial
services industry.

• Clear direction - Bankers indicated strong
confidence in the company’s direction and future,
and in the way their job contributes to our success;

Our commitment to the action planning process
and follow-up on bankers’ feedback is reflected in
our steady progress and in our bankers’ favorable
response to the question related to immediate
managers acting constructively on the survey results.

• Customer and community focus - Bankers feel
management empowers them to serve customers
and the community;

Our focus on the Power of We shows that strong
engagement translates into both customer and
banker satisfaction.

• Doing the right thing - Bankers are knowledgeable
about risk management and are open to reporting
concerns and unethical behaviors up the line, and
feel positive about safety and soundness
measures; and
• Employee treatment - Bankers continue to feel
recognized and valued, and they believe they have
opportunities to improve their skills.
We continue to show solid improvement in our
scores across key dimensions of our survey. They
include: engagement; communication; confidence;
customer focus; executive leadership; growth &
development; teamwork/collaboration; job itself;
manager/supervisor; performance management;
safety & soundness; and workplace programs,
benefits & compensation.

Webster’s commitment to
giving back to the community
is a cornerstone of the Bank’s
philosophy regarding
diversity and inclusion.

Building a diverse and inclusive work environment
We build upon The Webster Way values to encourage
and foster a diverse and inclusive work environment.
Webster’s Diversity and Inclusion Council is the
platform where senior leaders and representatives
of our various employee resource groups shape the
strategy and actions of our diversity and inclusion
focus. Our goal, as led by the Council, is to enhance
our efforts at promoting an inclusive culture and
fostering cultural awareness to unleash the full
potential of our workforce, and to fully leverage
diversity as our key differentiator. That means
finding ways to embrace the differences that make
us stronger together.
In order to better appreciate the full extent of
diversity and inclusion at Webster, we have started
to measure the impact of our initiatives and how
people feel about working at Webster. Our current
“diversity index”, as indicated by our recently
administered employee engagement survey, rated
us at 87 percent favorable. This shows, among other
attributes, that Webster fosters an environment in
which people from diverse backgrounds can succeed,
and that personal differences are encouraged and
valued in the workplace.
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Our talent acquisition team is continually aiming
to partner with our hiring managers to attract
diverse candidates and strengthen our teams.
A recently established subcommittee formed out
of our Diversity and Inclusion Council also is focusing
on increasing the level of diverse talent within the
organization. One of the objectives of Webster’s
annual talent management review process is to
identify and further build a pipeline of diverse
talent and position them to take advantage of
growth and promotional opportunities.

Education and awareness is critical to creating and
maintaining an inclusive culture. All Webster leaders
receive hands-on coaching and training on this
subject and “real life” cases are discussed to ensure
our leaders’ needs are being addressed. We continue
to build upon our education programs supporting
diversity and inclusion awareness for all bankers.
A very important pillar of the Bank’s diversity and
inclusion platform is the Webster Women’s Initiative
Network (WeWIN). Launched in 2016, WeWIN is a
resource group dedicated to enhancing women’s
professional growth by helping them achieve their
career potential at Webster.
Our lines of business are always researching the
composition of the diverse communities we serve
and aim to shape our product offering to better
satisfy the needs of our diverse customer base.
Webster’s commitment to giving back to the
community is a cornerstone of the Bank’s
philosophy regarding diversity and inclusion.
Our bankers continually serve organizations in
our local communities through varied community
service projects and activities, in a wide range of
capacities. Diversity, inclusion and giving back
to the community are part of our DNA.
Developing talent and strong teams
To ensure Webster’s continued success, we are
highly committed to attracting and retaining a
diverse and talented team of bankers that reflects
the communities we serve. We partner with
various channels to network and source talent and,
12

recognizing that our bankers are often our best
recruiters, Webster offers a robust employee referral
program. We are also committed to developing and
hiring internal candidates. Comprehensive talent and
organizational reviews occur with our senior executive
team annually. In these reviews, succession and
comprehensive development and succession plans
for our line of business leaders and other key leaders
are formalized.
We actively support the success, growth and career
progression of our bankers, which includes technical
and leadership development and the exploration of
a broad range of career options within Webster. We
make significant investments in formal development
programs to build our talent pipeline. Our unique
early career Banking Rotational Program, now in
its third year, offers four rotational assignments in
three “tracks”: Credit and Risk, Finance and Audit,
and Community Bank and Operations. Bankers
participating in this program are placed into full-time
positions upon graduation. Internship programs
are also available, presenting an excellent conduit
to feed our full-time early career talent needs. We
have developed strong partnerships with many local
educational and nonprofit institutions as a means to
recruit the necessary talent for our business.
Finally, Webster is a meritocracy. Our strong and
thoughtful performance management process is a
foundational element of our talent management
strategy. It provides a fair and consistent framework
for bankers to understand how individual
performance against objectives, behavioral
competencies, and The Webster Way, all together,
connect to our business strategy and organizational
success. By receiving clear expectations and
constructive feedback, supplemented by robust
development plans, bankers realize a higher
degree of personal accountability, ownership
and commitment to their performance, leading
to increased productivity and engagement.
Investing in our bankers
To demonstrate our ongoing commitment to bankers
and to the markets that we serve, following the
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passage of new federal tax reform legislation,
Webster Financial Corporation, the holding company
for Webster Bank, N.A. and its HSA Bank division,
announced in January 2018 an acceleration of
investment in its bankers. These investments
include: payment of a one-time, $1,000 cash bonus
in the first quarter of 2018 to full-time bankers
who are below the vice president level, which will
benefit approximately 70 percent of all Webster
full-time bankers; increasing Webster’s minimum
wage to $15 per hour by the end of 2018; and
enhancing Webster’s investment in strategic banker
development initiatives and early career programs,
creating new job opportunities in our markets.
Additionally, Webster is focused on building its
capabilities for now and in the future. Our Learning
& Development Strategy comprises five core areas
in which we are making strategic investments to
develop our talent in order to drive business results
and banker engagement. The following represent the
focus areas:
• Business Education and Job Specific Training,
which spans our banker population, is targeted at
helping our bankers increase their proficiency and
job performance in alignment with our business
priorities;
• Professional Development focuses on enhancing
core capabilities or transferable skills, to promote
continuous learning and advancement;
• Leadership Development encompasses a range
of efforts to build and enhance our leadership
capacity. We are focused on developing our leaders,
from first-time managers to mid- and seniorlevel leaders, at critical junctures of their journey
at Webster. We have a values-based leadership
program for all leaders that reinforces our core
values and key leadership behaviors important to
sustaining Webster’s strong culture and employee
engagement;
• Compliance training continues to be a critical
priority to ensure safety and soundness practices.
We have an annual compliance program that all
bankers and contractors are required to complete
throughout a calendar year. Depending on a

banker’s role, the compliance training requirements
range from nine to 35 courses covering regulations,
ethics, cyber security, and employment law; and
• Career Programs & Certifications encompass
specialized programs to build specific skills sets and
augment competency levels to build our pipeline
of talent. Some examples include our Banking
Rotational Program, Small Business Certification
and Licensed Banker Program.
Our bankers have access to more than 200 offerings
made available through Webster Bank University, which
is our virtual destination for learning. Bankers can
access various types of learning solutions, from ondemand webinars to podcasts to e-learning modules.
They also can explore learning paths and register for
classroom training.
We have defined a comprehensive career development
strategy to help give our bankers the tools and
resources they need to navigate their careers at
Webster proactively. Our focus is on knowing, growing
and engaging our talent. We want to know our
bankers’ career aspirations and talents and help them
further unleash their potential, so they can have a
meaningful career at Webster.
We encourage our bankers to take charge of their
development through a number of programs,
starting with the Investing in Your Career course.
Bankers have an opportunity to see where their skills
and interests match various parts of our organization
through career maps, and also to receive career
consultation. Managers are provided training and
guidance on how to have career conversations with
their employees and use resources on our internal
career development site, which provides information
on job shadowing, career talks, Webster’s education
assistance program and much more.
Embracing employee-friendly policies
Webster’s policies provide equal employment
opportunities in accordance with law and do not
discriminate against any employee or applicant
for employment because of his or her race, color,
religion, age, marital status, national origin, ancestry,
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citizenship, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity,
physical or mental disability or handicap, protected
veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by
law. This policy applies to all terms and conditions of
employment.
Webster understands the importance of balance in
our bankers’ lives and shapes policies to support
our workforce needs. Bankers in certain select areas
who do not work directly with customers can enjoy
flexible work arrangements.
Full-time and part-time bankers receive a
competitive amount of annual paid time off (PTO)
for time away from work or income security for
hourly bankers who are out of work due to a shortterm sickness.
We recently rolled out a new parental leave program,
allowing up to two weeks of paid leave for the birth
or adoption of a child for qualifying bankers (in
addition to our maternity leave policy).
Additionally, we provide all full-time bankers with
16 paid hours annually for volunteer opportunities
and encourage them to volunteer in their local
communities and/or any of a number of community
service projects supported by Webster bankers
annually.
Taking pride in our “Total Rewards” philosophy
Webster’s compensation program aims to attract,
retain, and reward high-performing bankers at all
levels through a pay-for-performance philosophy.
We strive to provide base salaries that are marketcompetitive, including a current minimum wage
of $14 with a plan to increase to $15 by the end of
2018 — an amount that is higher than national and
state requirements. Variable pay opportunities
are available to most bankers, including corporate
incentive plans, sales/service commission or
incentives plans, and equity plans for senior level
bankers. These plans reward bankers for the effective
execution of financial, strategic and/or individual
objectives that align with Webster’s strategic success.
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In addition, we ensure a strong risk management
culture by making necessary adjustments to
certain categories of bankers’ variable pay if they
contributed to a significant risk management
deficiency during the year. The majority of our
senior leaders’ compensation links to variable pay,
which relates to their performance and Webster’s
overall performance. In addition, they have stockholding requirements that help keep them linked to
Webster’s performance and to shareholder value.
Our pay practices have strong governance processes,
including reviewing competitive market data from
more than 20 surveys each year, many specifically
related to the banking industry. We determine all job
levels centrally to make sure FLSA regulations are
applied consistently throughout the company. We
review annual merit increases to ensure decisions
were made without any bias of any nature. Webster
has an Incentive Compensation Oversight Committee
that reviews and approves any changes to businessline incentive or sales plans, which ensures
consistent governance and behaviors.
Webster’s rewards and recognition program drives
a culture of appreciation built on the foundation of
The Webster Way. These various awards, whether
originating from the CEO or a colleague, recognize
bankers of all levels, support teamwork and
collaboration, recognize leadership, and provide
awards bankers want with a focus on monetary and
non-monetary elements. The award program plays a
key role in our total rewards platform and helps make
Webster a rewarding place to work.
Moreover, Webster provides competitive benefits
and wellness resources to its bankers. We work
with outside benefits consultants to review our
plans annually and benchmark them against
other companies of comparable size. We offer
comprehensive benefits, including medical, dental,
vision, wellness incentives, life insurance, voluntary
supplemental life insurance, short- and long-term
disability, 401(k) with company match, Employee
Stock Purchase Plan and PTO. Webster shares in
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the costs of benefits with employees by paying
approximately 80 percent of all insurance costs.
We contribute to bankers’ health savings accounts
through earned incentives for covered bankers and
spouses for completing activities such as biometric
screenings, wellness physicals, and dental exams.
Our PTO benefits include vacation and sick days,
bereavement, jury duty, and volunteer hours. We
offer telehealth, to allow bankers and their family
members the convenience of obtaining medical care
with a physician by phone. Our Employee Assistance
Program is available free to bankers and their family
members for personal and emotional issues and

work-life support. We also offer discounted home
and auto insurance through one of our vendors on a
voluntary basis.
The company matches up to 5 percent of eligible pay
in the 401(k) and has more than 90 percent banker
participation at an average savings rate of 7.1 percent.
Bankers automatically enroll in this plan at 3 percent
savings after 90 days of employment. The Employee
Stock Purchase Plan allows bankers to purchaseshares
of Webster stock at a 5 percent discount each quarter.
We continue to review benefit trends regularly and
adjust our plans accordingly to remain competitive.
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Governance Report
Webster’s transparent governance policies

General
Webster believes in the importance of sound and effective corporate governance. Over the years, we have forged an
explicit link between our corporate culture and corporate governance by identifying our core values, communicating
them and living them every day. With uncompromising commitment to these principles, Webster continues to add
value for its customers, shareholders, bankers and the communities it serves. The Board has adopted corporate
governance practices and policies that the Board and senior management believe promote this philosophy.
The business and affairs of Webster are managed under the direction of the Board of Directors (the “Board”).
Members of the Board are kept informed of Webster’s business through discussions with the Chairman of the Board
and Webster’s executive officers, by reviewing materials provided to them, and by participating in meetings and
strategic planning sessions of the Board and its committees. The Board is also kept apprised by the Chairman of
the Board and management of continuing educational programs on corporate governance and fiduciary duties and
responsibilities. Each member of the Board also serves as a director of Webster Bank.

Laurence C. Morse
Managing Partner
Fairview Capital Partners, Inc.

Lauren C. States
Executive-in-Residence
Northeastern University
D’Amore-McKim School of Business

Board diversity
Webster seeks to have a board composed of
directors with diverse experience in business and
in areas relevant to Webster, and believes that
directors should possess the highest personal and
professional ethics, integrity and values, and be
committed to representing the long-term interests of
the shareholders. In addition to depth and breadth of
business and civic experience in leadership positions,
a potential director’s ties to Webster’s markets
are considered in order to ensure diversity and
broad geographic and demographic representation
16

James C. Smith
Non-Executive Chairman
of the Board of Directors

John J. Crawford
Lead Independent
Director of the Board

reflective of the markets served. Webster has three
female directors: Elizabeth Flynn, Karen Osar, and
Lauren States. Webster has two African-American
directors: Laurence Morse and Lauren States. Dr.
Morse and Ms. States were recently featured by
Savoy magazine as two of the “2017 Power 300:
Most Influential Black Corporate Directors”.
Board leadership
At Webster, the role of Non-Executive Chairman
of the Board is held by James C. Smith. Webster’s
principal executive officer is John R. Ciulla. In
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addition, there is a lead independent director who is
appointed in accordance with Webster’s Corporate
Governance Policy, which provides that the Board
shall appoint an independent director to serve as the
Lead Director of the Board for a one-year term, or
until a successor is appointed. The lead independent
director presides over the executive sessions of
independent directors and assists and advises the
Chairman of the Board. Mr. John Crawford currently
serves as the lead independent director. Until 2018,
the Board combined the roles of Chairman and
principal executive officer in the belief that having a
combined Chairman and principal executive officer,
coupled with a lead independent director, was the
most appropriate leadership structure for Webster,
especially given Mr. Smith’s long service as Chief
Executive Officer and his extensive knowledge of the
company and its governance. With the appointment
of Mr. Ciulla as principal executive officer, effective
January 1, 2018, the roles are being separated, with
Mr. Smith continuing to serve as Non-Executive
Chairman, and the lead independent director
position also is retained. Continuing the lead director
component of the structure provides independent
leadership that mitigates any real or perceived
conflicts of interest.
Director independence
Pursuant to the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”)
listing standards, Webster is required to have a
majority of “independent directors” on its Board.
In addition, the Audit Committee, Compensation
Committee, and the Nominating and Corporate
Governance Committee must be composed solely of
independent directors. The NYSE listing standards
define specific relationships that would disqualify a
director from being independent and further require
that for a director to qualify as “independent,” the
Board must affirmatively determine that the director
has no material relationship with the company.

The Board has affirmatively determined that each
of its nonemployee directors, with the exception
of Mr. Smith and Mr. Ciulla, is an “independent
director” for purposes of the applicable NYSE
standards and applicable SEC rules and regulations.
Mr. Smith is not considered independent as he has

been an executive officer of Webster within the last
three years. Mr. Ciulla is not considered independent
because he is an executive officer of Webster.
Executive sessions of independent directors
In keeping with Webster’s Corporate Governance
Policy, in 2018 the Board will hold at least two
meetings limited to independent directors. The lead
independent director presides over the executive
sessions of independent directors.
Risk oversight
The Board administers its risk oversight function
primarily through the Risk Committee. The Risk
Committee meets frequently throughout the
year and reports its findings to the full Board on
an ongoing basis. In addition, the Compensation
Committee and the Risk Committee review and
assess risks as related to Webster’s compensation
programs. Webster also has a Chief Risk Officer,
Daniel H. Bley, who reports in that capacity to the
Risk Committee.
We follow best governance practices
• Webster’s Board of Directors strives to know, adopt
and follow best governance practices as they evolve.
In pursuing this, the Board acts proactively when it
believes change is needed.
• In 2016, for example, the Board recommended that
the shareholders vote to amend the Certificate of
Incorporation to provide that shareholders may
remove any director from office, with or without
cause.
• Similarly, the Board has undertaken a several-year
process of reducing the median years of service of
its members. Since 2014, three new directors have
joined the Board, while two have retired from the
Board, one upon reaching the retirement age of 75.
These steps have allowed the Board to continue
benefiting from the wisdom of directors having
detailed knowledge of Webster while also benefiting
from the fresh approach new directors offer.
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We expect members of management and directors
to own stock
Webster believes stock ownership by management
is beneficial in aligning the interests of management
and shareholders. Executive Stock Ownership
Guidelines are established to enhance shareholder
value and focus each executive’s attention on the
long-term success of the Company. Webster has
adopted stock ownership guidelines for all of the
executive officers, including its named executive
officers. Named executive officers are required to
acquire and maintain ownership of between two and
six times their salaries, based on their positions.
Webster stock ownership guidelines require nonemployee directors to own Webster Common Stock
with a market value equal to at least $300,000. Nonemployee directors who do not meet the guidelines
agree to hold all long-term incentives, which include
vested restricted stock and exercised stock options
(net of exercise price and taxes), until they achieve
the required ownership threshold of Webster
Common Stock.
We operate in a strong control environment
Maintaining a robust control environment is a
critical priority at Webster, because it helps ensure
that we are in compliance with applicable laws and
regulations, as well as with our policies. The Board
provides oversight of the control environment with
the assistance of our independent public accounting
firm. Having a robust control environment, however,
begins with our employees. Each business area is
responsible for adopting and following policies and
procedures designed to maintain transparency,
and these policies and procedures are evaluated
periodically. Employees in each line of business serve
as the first line of defense and have responsibility
for identifying, managing and owning the risks in
their businesses. Risk and other corporate support
functions (for example, Human Resources and Legal
departments) serve as the second line of defense
and are responsible for providing guidance, oversight
and appropriate challenge to the first line of defense.
Internal Audit and Credit Risk Review, both of which
are independent of management, serve as the third
18

line of defense and ensure that appropriate risk
management controls, processes and systems are in
place and functioning effectively.
Webster performs a periodic enterprise risk
assessment, identifying and evaluating risks, and
aggregating risks — including strategic, reputational,
credit, market, liquidity, capital, operational and
compliance — to monitor Webster’s overall risk
profile. The Chief Risk Officer discusses Webster’s
risk profile with the Risk Committee of the Board
on a quarterly basis. Webster’s General Auditor,
who reports to the Audit Committee of the Board,
evaluates Webster’s controls on an ongoing
basis. Any issues that arise involving controls are
immediately reported to the Board, and result in the
development of plans for remedial action.
Webster’s commitment to maintaining a
robust control environment is aligned with our
compensation policies. For example, based on the
CEO’s assessment of each named executive officer’s
individual performance, measured against specific
and overall performance objectives, the CEO may
use discretion to determine a positive or negative
adjustment to the calculated annual cash incentive
award. Additionally, the CEO, in consultation
with the Chief Risk Officer and the Chief Human
Resources Officer, considers potential adjustments
(referred to as meaningful consequences) based on
each named executive officer’s record of identifying,
managing, and mitigating risk. Both positive and
negative adjustments have been made pursuant to
this policy.

Maintaining a robust
control environment is a
critical priority at Webster.
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In order to restrain risk-taking to acceptable levels
and strongly discourage the manipulation of
earnings for personal gain, Webster has adopted a
“clawback” policy, pursuant to which any bonus or
incentive compensation for executives is subject to
recovery by Webster if such compensation is based
on criteria that are later shown to be materially
inaccurate, without regard to whether the inaccuracy
arose from any misconduct.
We engage with our shareholders and
stakeholders
Webster has a longstanding commitment to
transparency in communicating its financial
performance and strategic objectives to current
and potential shareholders. Our primary methods
of communicating with the investment community
include our quarterly earnings releases and earnings
conference calls, each available to the general
public; our publicly available filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, including
the Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, the Annual
Report on Form 10-K, the Proxy Statement on Form
14A in connection with Webster’s Annual Meeting
of Shareholders, and Current Reports on Form
8-K; active participation in investor conferences
hosted by brokerage firms; and regular Investor Day
presentations that we host for the benefit of the
investment community.
Webster has been recognized nationally over the
past four years in surveys by Institutional Investor
magazine for the quality of its overall Investor
Relations program, as assessed by analysts and
investors for attributes including timely and
appropriate financial disclosure, constructive
conference calls, and accessibility of senior
management. Webster also has been recognized by
Institutional Investor over the past three years for
the quality of its Investor Day events.

and the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection
(CFPB). We are regularly subject to comprehensive
examinations by our regulators.
We have established a mechanism for any
stakeholder to communicate with the Board of
Directors, any individual Director, the Lead Director,
the non-management directors as a group, or any
other group of directors, by writing to:
[Name of Director or Directors]
c/o Lead Director of the Board of Directors
Webster Financial Corporation
P.O. Box 1074
754 Chapel Street
New Haven, Connecticut 06510
All communications received (except for
communications that are primarily commercial in
nature or relate to an improper or irrelevant topic)
will be forwarded to the intended recipient(s) or the
full Board, as appropriate.
Webster customers have multiple options for
contacting the Bank, including 24/7 customer
service by telephone. For those with disabilities,
we offer 24/7 Video Relay Service (VRS) and a
Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TDD) line.
Customers may also communicate with us by secure
email message or live chat online.
Thank you for reading Webster’s inaugural report
on our environmental, social, and governance
initiatives. We are committed to maintaining the
responsible business practices that make us a good
corporate citizen.

As a public company having a Bank as a primary
operating subsidiary, Webster is answerable to
regulators, including; the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System (FRB); the Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC); the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC);
19
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About Webster
Webster Financial Corporation is the holding company for Webster Bank, National Association and its HSA
Bank division. With $26.5 billion in assets, Webster provides business and consumer banking, mortgage,
financial planning, trust, and investment services through 167 banking centers and 334 ATMs. Webster also
provides mobile and Internet banking. Webster Bank owns the asset-based lending firm Webster Business
Credit Corporation; the equipment finance firm Webster Capital Finance Corporation; and HSA Bank, a division
of Webster Bank, which provides health savings account trustee and administrative services. Webster Bank is
a member of the FDIC and an equal housing lender. For more information about Webster, including past press
releases and the latest annual report, visit the Webster website at www.websterbank.com.
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